


"Our vision is to create sustainable footwear of 
impeccable quality utilizing local artisans working to the 

principles of fair trade.  
Unique designs with a focus on ergonomics, correct 

footfall and the principles of movement.”    
 

- Grandt Lloyd Mason 

 

 
 
 
 



 
Grandt Mason is Africa's first sustainable footwear brand.  
Our shoes are handmade in a small atelier in Woodstock using the principles of Fair Trade.  
All components are developed in house out of locally sourced materials. We substitute non- 
biodegradable materials for bio-degradable alternatives where possible.  
 
 

     - What are Grandt Mason´s made of ? 
 

Uppers - All uppers are made from natural fibers allowing the foot to breath. All fabrics are pre-
shrunk making Grandt Mason's machine washable. 
 

Insole - Our insole is made from pure cork with a padded layer of silicone. Both are 100% bio-
degradable. These natural components are anti-bacterial while allowing the foot to breath and 
remain cool in Summer and Warm in Winter. Cork never gets wet so the insole always remains dry 
no matter the conditions. 
 

Midsole - Our midsole is made from a woven plant fiber board. 
 

Wedge - We use a 3mm cork-rubber wedge offering shock absorptive qualities. The wedge also 
acts as an indicator when the sole is worn through and should be retreaded. 
 

Sole - We use a pure rubber, non-slip gristle sole - our soles are retreadable just about anywhere 
on the planet. Utilizing this standardized component allows one to prolong the life-span of our 
shoes no matter where you take them. 
 

Footwear for women, men and unisex.  
 





LACE 
The Lace-Mid is a versatile, cork-padded mid-top. Similar in construction to the Lace it offers a structured fit 
promoting correct footfall. This coupled with the ankle support makes the Lace-Mid a great walking shoe, ideal 
for cruising the city. Dress it up or down the Mid works well as a holiday companion suitable for all occasions.  
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LACE 
The Lace is a unisex lace-up that has been a part of our offering for 9 years. This new release is the 7th version 
and now boasts a band that runs around the base of the shoe, protecting it against rain and wear & tear. The 
shoe has a sporty styling with a targeted heel support that ensures a snug fit. Perfect for the accomplished 
entrepreneur who does not feel the need to compromise comfort for aesthetic - the Lace will hold its own in the 
boardroom as well as any casual setting. 
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LOAF 
The Loaf is a unisex loafer with an adjustable tie which allows one to set the angle of the bridge. Adjust it to 
your unique bridge height then slip it on and off thereafter. The loaf may be dressed up or down and is a great 
holiday companion due to its versatility. The toe and heel-cap offer support and make this shoe one of the most 
durable loafers on the market. 
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BALLET 
The Ballet is a semi-pointed pump which offers a lacing system running around the waist, set at the heel with a 
delicate bow. This sturdy flat is designed to hug the arch and the heel. The vamp-cut is a fine balance of 
femininity and functionality sitting just above the toe-line. The outcome is an incredibly comfortable walking 
shoe perfect for work or play. 
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YACHT 
The Yacht is a feminine tie-up sandal which offers adjustment across the bridge of the foot, to set the width and 
at the heel to set the length. Although dainty in appearance this timeless sandal makes for a great walking shoe 
and is the perfect holiday companion due to its versatility. Wear it to the beach, to your favorite restaurant or 
your besties wedding. With 12 predecessors spanning 13 years the Yacht has proved itself and is a staple in 
many a wardrobe around the globe. 
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